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Abstract 7 

Avalanche danger is often estimated based on snow cover stratigraphy 8 

and snow stability data. In Canada, single forecasting regions are very 9 

large (> 50 000 km2) and snow cover data are often not available. To 10 

provide additional information on the snow cover and its seasonal 11 

evolution the Swiss snow cover model SNOWPACK was therefore 12 

coupled with a regional weather forecasting model GEM15. The output of 13 

GEM15 was compared to meteorological as well as snow cover data from 14 

Mt. Fidelity, British Columbia, Canada, for five winters between 2005 and 15 

2010. Precipitation amounts are most difficult to predict for weather 16 

forecasting models. Therefore, we first assess the capability of the model 17 

chain to forecast new snow amounts and consequently snow depth. 18 

Forecasted precipitation amounts were generally over-estimated. The 19 

forecasted data were therefore filtered and used as input for the snow 20 

cover model. Comparison between the model output and manual 21 

observations showed that after pre-processing the input data the snow 22 

depth and new snow events were well modelled. In a case study two key 23 

factors of snow cover instability, i.e. surface hoar formation and crust 24 

formation were investigated at a single point. Over half of the relevant 25 

critical layers were reproduced. Overall, the model chain shows promising 26 

potential as a future forecasting tool for avalanche warning services in 27 

Canadian data sparse areas and could thus well be applied to similarly 28 

large regions elsewhere. However, a more detailed analysis of the 29 

simulated snow cover structure is still required. 30 
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1 Introduction 33 

Avalanche warning services usually assess the snow cover stability based 34 

on avalanche observations as well as on weather and manual snow cover 35 

observations. This now-cast is usually combined with the weather forecast 36 

to estimate the avalanche danger of the next day. Forecasting for the next 37 

day is often challenging since it strongly relies on the quality of the now-38 

cast and on the mountain weather forecast, which contains some 39 

uncertainty especially for complex terrain. Snow cover observations are 40 

time consuming and are often not feasible due to bad weather or 41 

unfavourable snow cover conditions. For very large forecasting regions 42 

this might result in little or no information on the state of the snow cover in 43 

some areas. 44 

The Canadian Avalanche Centre (CAC) is forecasting for 20 regions in 45 

western Canada. These regions range from 200 km2 to over 50 000 km2 46 

covering a total area of about 345 000 km2. The CAC has access to data 47 

from about 250 automatic weather stations (AWS). Field observations 48 

such as avalanche occurrence or stability test results are usually reported 49 

daily by avalanche professionals working for helicopter/snowcat skiing 50 

operations or avalanche control programs for parks or highways. 51 

The average area per weather station in Canada is 1 345 km2 and in 52 

Switzerland 100 km2, i.e. a much higher density of weather station 53 

compared to Canada. In Canada weather stations are often located close 54 

to highway corridors and not in the alpine or avalanche terrain. The area 55 

covered by, e.g. heliskiing operations, are usually small compared to the 56 

corresponding forecasting region in which they are located. In addition, 57 

within some of the Canadian forecasting regions almost no weather 58 

stations exist and no skilled observers visit these areas on a regular basis, 59 

e.g. the North Rockies. For these so called data-sparse areas almost no 60 

information on weather and snow cover conditions is available on a 61 

regular basis, making the now-cast and the forecast impossible, at best a 62 

report based on the sparse available information can be issued.  63 



Snow cover models are becoming more and more important for avalanche 64 

warning services in Europe. These physical based models use 65 

meteorological parameter as input data. The two most advanced snow 66 

cover models for avalanche forecasting are the Swiss snow cover model 67 

SNOWPACK (Lehning et al., 2002a, 2002b; Lehning and Fierz, 2008) and 68 

the French model-chain SAFRAN-CROCUS-MEPRA (Brun et al., 1989, 69 

1992; Durand et al., 1999). 70 

The one-dimensional snow cover model SNOWPACK treats snow as a 71 

three-component material consisting of ice, water and air. Changes of the 72 

snow cover are calculated using Lagrangian Finite Element methods. If 73 

the meteorological input is provided by AWS, only a now-cast is possible 74 

(Lehning, 1999).  75 

Three numerical models form the model-chain SAFRAN-CROCUS-76 

MEPRA. The first model SAFRAN provides the meteorological input 77 

parameter from various sources such as numerical weather prediction 78 

models (NWP) or automatic weather stations. The snow cover model 79 

CROCUS calculates changes of the snow cover using finite difference 80 

methods. MEPRA calculates additional snow mechanical properties based 81 

on the output of CROCUS and estimates the snow cover stability. 82 

The main difference between the snow cover models is the scale over 83 

which they operate. SNOWPACK, driven by weather station data, 84 

simulates the local snow cover at the location of the automatic weather 85 

station. The French model chain simulates the snow cover for so-called 86 

massifs covering about 500 km2. Model results are represented on so-87 

called virtual pyramids, i.e. 300 m elevation bands on 6 aspects each.  88 

Only a few studies on snow cover modelling in Canada have been carried 89 

out throughout the last years. Mingo and McClung (1998) used the snow 90 

cover model CROCUS to simulate the snow cover of two different snow 91 

climates in western Canada. They found the simulations in good 92 

agreement with the observations in regard to snow depth, snow 93 

temperature and density. They pointed out that the simulations with 94 

CROCUS, especially the metamorphic processes are sensitive to the 95 

climate regions and adjustments are required. Furthermore, they showed 96 



the potential of CROCUS to simulate critical snow layers such as surface 97 

hoar and crusts. 98 

Smith et al. (2008) assessed the capability of the snow cover model 99 

SNOWPACK to model the formation and evolution of a melt-freeze crust 100 

formed in the Columbia Mountains of British Columbia, Canada. They 101 

found a poor performance of SNOWPACK regarding crust formation and 102 

evolution of a single crust, but pointed out the sensitivity of snow cover 103 

models to their input data.  104 

In this study we present the first initial attempt of coupling the snow cover 105 

model SNOWPACK with the Canadian weather forecasting model 106 

GEM15. In a first step we compare the forecasted meteorological 107 

parameter with the measured values to a) assess the accuracy of the 108 

forecast in mountainous terrain and b) to derive possibly required filtering 109 

methods. Finally, we assess the capability of the model chain to simulate 110 

snow depth, new snow amounts and provide a case study of surface hoar 111 

and crust formation at a study plot located in the Columbia Mountains of 112 

British Columbia, Canada. 113 

 

2 Data 114 

For this study we analysed meteorological data as well as manual 115 

observations from Mt. Fidelity, Rogers Pass, British Columbia, Canada 116 

(Figure 1). The study plot is located at 1905 m a.s.l. at tree line in a 117 

transitional snow climate with a strong maritime influence (Hägeli and 118 

McClung, 2003). We analysed data from October to May of five winters 119 

between 2005 and 2010.  120 

Precipitation was measured with a precipitation gauge and recorded 121 

hourly. The precipitation gauge has an accuracy of 1 mm, i.e. precipitation 122 

events of less than one millimetre were not captured reliably.  123 

The new snow amounts were derived from hourly snow height 124 

measurements with an ultra-sonic sensor above a storm-board at Mt. 125 

Fidelity Study Plot. The snow cover model SNOWPACK provides for each 126 

time-step a 24-hour new snow value, i.e. a conventional 24-hour snow 127 

board reading HN(24h). For comparison of observed and simulated daily 128 

new snow amounts we compared the measured and simulated values at 129 



midnight for each day. The new snow was removed most days from the 130 

snow board at Mt. Fidelity Study Plot. In this case the reading prior to 131 

clearing was added to the measured value at midnight. Due to ongoing 132 

snow settlement, this procedure does not perfectly reproduce a manual 133 

measurement of HN(24h). Nevertheless we consider it to be a reasonable 134 

approximation of the real value. The total snow depth at Mt. Fidelity was 135 

manually measured most days with an accuracy of ± 1 cm. 136 

Incoming short and long-wave radiation as well as air temperature and 137 

relative humidity were measured every 30 minutes at Mt. Fidelity study 138 

plot.  139 

The Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC) in Montreal provided 140 

forecasted values of the regional model GEM15 for the five winters 141 

between 2005 and 2010. These data were used as input for the snow 142 

cover model SNOWPACK as well as for validation of the forecast. 143 

Manual snow profiles were used for comparison with the simulated 144 

stratigraphy with a focus on surface hoar and melt-freeze crust formation. 145 

 

3 Methods 146 

 
3.1 The regional numerical weather model GEM15 147 

The short-range weather forecast issued by the Canadian Meteorological 148 

Centre (CMC) is based on the Global Environmental Multiscale model 149 

(GEM, Côté et al.; 1998a, 1998b). In 2004 a new version (GEM15, Mailhot 150 

et al., 2005) became operational with a higher horizontal and vertical 151 

resolution; 15 km and 58 atmospheric levels instead of 24 km and 28 152 

levels. In addition to the increase in resolution, the model physics was 153 

improved (for more details see Mailhot et al., 2005). 154 

GEM15 provides a forecast up to 48-hours and is initiated at 00 UTC and 155 

12 UTC (UTC, Coordinated Universal Time). Forecasted values are 156 

available in 3-hour steps after initiation. For this study the forecasted 157 

values for hours 3, 6, 9 and 12 after each initiation where used to create a 158 

time series with 3-hour time-steps. The 12-hour forecasting steps after 159 

initiation at 00 UTC and 12 UTC were assigned to noon and midnight, 160 



respectively. The observation time was transformed from Pacific Standard 161 

Time (PST) to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). 162 

We used data from the GEM15 grid-point (ni=143; nj=122) located at 163 

latitude 51.2339° and longitude -117.5898°, 5.7 km West of Mt. Fidelity 164 

Study Plot. The elevation of the grid-point (1803 m a.s.l.) is lower than the 165 

elevation of the study plot (1905 m a.s.l.). Therefore the forecasted air 166 

temperature was adjusted accordingly by a dry-adiabatic lapse rate of -1 167 

°C per 100 m. All other forecasted values except for the precipitation 168 

amounts (see details below) remained unfiltered. 169 

A 3-hour sum of the precipitation amounts as measured at Mt. Fidelity by 170 

the precipitation gauge was calculated to allow a comparison with the 171 

forecasted precipitation amounts. For all other parameters, i.e. radiation, 172 

air temperature and relative humidity, a 3-hour average was calculated. 173 

 

3.2 The snow cover model SNOWPACK 174 

The Swiss snow cover model SNOWPACK was used to simulate the snow 175 

cover using GEM15 forecasted values as input data. Many changes to the 176 

source code have been made since 2002 and only some of them have 177 

been published. The following summarizes the main SNOWPACK setup 178 

used for this study.  179 

Snow cover simulations were performed with SNOWPACK release 180 

SnowpackR_20110801. The output time-step was set to 180 minutes to 181 

match the 3-hourly steps of GEM15. SNOWPACK can be run with various 182 

combinations of meteorological input values. For this study SNOWPACK 183 

was driven using the incoming short and long-wave radiation, the amount 184 

of precipitation, air temperature and relative humidity, wind speed and 185 

direction, all of them forecasted values of GEM15. SNOWPACK was 186 

initialized with no snow on the ground on 1 October 2009. Note that 187 

forecasted data only were used throughout a simulation with no attempt 188 

whatsoever to optimize input with measured values. 189 

In spring 2011 a new settlement routine (unpublished) was implemented 190 

and used for this study. The parameterization proposed by Lehning et al. 191 

(2002b) was used to estimate the initial new snow density from air and 192 

surface temperature as well as wind speed and relative humidity. Here 193 



“initial” means that the calculated density corresponds to snow deposited 194 

within the last hour. The parameterization was slightly modified to keep 195 

new snow densities below 90 kg m-3 for air temperatures below -10 °C. 196 

Atmospheric conditions were considered to be neutral. The energy 197 

exchange at the snow surface was calculated using Neuman boundary 198 

conditions. To compare the simulated and measured snow depth at Mt. 199 

Fidelity Study Plot a daily average was calculated from the simulations 200 

with SNOWPACK.  201 

 

3.3 Filtering Methods 202 

To assess the capability of GEM15 to forecast the correct amount of 203 

precipitation the ratio of observed to forecasted amount was considered 204 

for each time-step: 205 

 

       (1) 206 

 

with PGEM as the forecasted precipitation amount and POBS the observed 207 

amount. Negative values would indicate under-estimation and positive 208 

values over-estimation of precipitation amounts. 209 

In addition, we calculated the difference (D) in precipitation amounts in 210 

mm for each time step: 211 

 

       (2) 212 

 

Negative values will indicate too little and positive too much forecasted 213 

precipitation. 214 

Only precipitation events where PGEM was larger 1 mm were considered 215 

for calculating the correction factors per time-step. For further analysis 216 

precipitation classes with a 1 mm increment starting from 0 mm were 217 

defined.  218 

 

 

 



4 Results 219 

 

4.1 Verification of forecasted precipitation amounts 220 

The distributions of the correction factors of four winters between 2005 221 

and 2009 derived by Eq. (1) and 2 per GEM15 precipitation class are 222 

shown in Figure 2. The median  for each class were observed to be 223 

positive, i.e. an over-estimation, for all precipitation classes larger than 1 224 

mm (Figure 2a). This is consistent with the median correction factors  225 

being positive for all precipitation classes (Figure 2b). However, with 226 

smaller precipitation events (< 3 mm), GEM15 often under-estimates the 227 

precipitation amounts.  228 

 

4.2 Filtering of forecasted precipitation amounts 229 

We estimated the systematic over-estimation shown in Figures 2a and 2b 230 

by fitting a logarithmic and linear model to the median  and , 231 

respectively, of each precipitation class (solid lines in Figure 2). The 232 

logarithmic model is defined by: 233 

 

       (3) 234 

 

with PCLASS the GEM15 precipitation class in mm and coefficients a = 3.6 x 235 

10-5 and b = 0.39. The best linear fit was obtained by: 236 

 

       (4) 237 

 

with coefficients c = -0.52 mm and d = 0.70. Only data from the four 238 

winters between 2005 and 2009 were used for model fitting. The winter 239 

2009-2010 was used for validation of the filtering methods only.  240 

The forecasted precipitation amounts were filtered by a) dividing the 241 

forecasted precipitation amounts with the correction factor derived 242 

from Eq. (3) (ratio method) or b) subtracting the correction factor 243 

calculated from Eq. (4) from the forecasted values (difference method) and 244 

finally c) by dividing all forecasted precipitation amounts with a constant 245 



factor (constant method). Here we take the median R* of log10(PGEM/POBS) 246 

of all precipitation events larger 1 mm for the four winters and transform it 247 

to 248 

 

C = 10R* = 100.12 = 1.32.      (5) 249 

 

Summary statistics for observed, unfiltered and filtered precipitation 250 

amounts for the winter season of 2009-2010 are shown in Table 1. The 251 

total amount of precipitation for events larger than 1 mm measured with 252 

the precipitation gauge at Mt. Fidelity Study Plot was 1052 mm. GEM15 253 

forecasted 1528 mm for the same period. The ratio method shows the 254 

best results regarding the total amount of precipitation (1081 mm). 255 

However, the maximum amount of precipitation for this filtering method is 256 

about a factor 3 smaller than observed indicating an over-correction of 257 

large precipitation events. 258 

 

4.2 Verification of simulated snow depth and new snow amounts 259 

The snow cover was simulated at Mt. Fidelity Study Plot for the winter 260 

2009-2010 using GEM15 forecasted values as input. The measured snow 261 

depth was compared to the SNOWPACK simulations using unfiltered and 262 

filtered precipitations amounts as input (Figure 3). The simulated snow 263 

depth using the unfiltered GEM15 precipitation amounts consistently over-264 

estimates the snow depth through the entire winter season. Simulations 265 

with the filtered data over-estimate the snow depth for the early season 266 

(Oct.-Nov.) and tend to under-estimate the snow depth during the mid 267 

season (Nov.-Feb.). The simulation with precipitation amounts filtered by 268 

the difference method tends to over-estimate the snow depth for the late 269 

season (Feb.-May), whereas the simulations with filtered values using 270 

either the ratio method or the constant method are in good alignment with 271 

the observations for the same period. 272 

The difference between simulated and measured snow depths are shown 273 

in Figure 4. Negative values indicate under-estimation and positive values 274 

indicate over-estimated snow depth. The constant method shows the 275 

smallest median deviation from zero compared to the unfiltered data and 276 



the other two filtering methods. The first and third quartiles, i.e. 50% of the 277 

data, are within a range of about ± 10 cm. Nevertheless, negative outliers 278 

of about 40 cm also exist for this method. 279 

The simulated and measured 24-hours new snow amounts HN(24h) are 280 

compared in Figure 5. The median difference between the simulation and 281 

observation is positive, i.e. an over-estimation, for simulations with 282 

unfiltered as well as with filtered precipitation amounts. Besides some 283 

outliers SNOWPACK reproduces the new snow amounts for simulations 284 

with unfiltered and filtered precipitation with an accuracy of about ± 10cm 285 

in a little less than 75% of the cases. The filtering methods tend to reduce 286 

the number of positive outliers (over-estimation), but also produce larger 287 

negative outliers (under-estimation). 288 

 

4.3 Verification of forecasted meteorological parameter 289 

A comparison of forecasted and observed air temperature, relative 290 

humidity as well as incoming short wave and long wave radiation for five 291 

winters between 2005-2010 is shown in Figure 6. The median difference 292 

between the measured and forecasted air temperature was -1.9 °C, i.e. 293 

the model is too cold (Figure 6a). Correcting the forecasted air 294 

temperature for elevation difference results in an increase of the median 295 

difference to -2.9 °C. The comparison of the forecasted and measured 296 

relative humidity shows that the model is too dry (Figure 6b). A 297 

comparison of the incoming short wave radiation is shown in Figure 6c. 298 

The comparison only shows values larger than 50 W m-2 to reduce the 299 

effect of diffuse radiation and shading on the measured data, which are 300 

not considered by GEM15. The model tends to over-estimate the short 301 

wave radiation with a median difference of 43 W m-2. The forecasted 302 

incoming long wave radiation is in good agreement with the observation, 303 

but tends to be slightly smaller (Figure 6d).  304 

 

4.4 Surface hoar and crust formation 305 

The flat field 2009-2010 simulation for Mt. Fidelity Study Plot is shown 306 

from December 2009 to April 2010 in Figure 7. The manual snow profile 307 

from Mt. Fidelity (20 March 2010) as well as the simulated profile for the 308 



same date are shown in Figure 8. Only one manual flat field profile (20 309 

March 2010) was available for comparison with the simulation for Mt. 310 

Fidelity Study Plot. In total, two melt-freeze crusts and four surface hoar 311 

layers were observed on 20 March 2010 at Mt. Fidelity Study Plot. All 312 

surface hoar layers (purple lines) but one were modeled by SNOWPACK. 313 

The upper observed melt-freeze crust was not modeled, whereas the 314 

lower crust at about 30 cm was reproduced by SNOWPACK (red-blue 315 

line). 316 

 

5 Discussion  317 

Snow cover models are strongly dependent on their input data. That 318 

means a model can only be as good as the input data. One of the most 319 

critical parameters for snow cover modelling is the precipitation amount. 320 

However, precipitation is among the most difficult parameters to be 321 

forecast by numerical weather predictions models. Even recent 322 

developments of high-resolution models show considerable scatter and 323 

biases (e.g. Weusthoff et al., 2010). Precipitation processes triggered or 324 

modified by orography are most challenging. Numerical weather prediction 325 

models tend to over-estimate the precipitation amounts on the upwind side 326 

and under-estimate the precipitation amounts on the downwind side. The 327 

consistent over-estimation of precipitation shown in Figures 2a and b can 328 

partly be explained by this effect since the GEM15 grid-point is located on 329 

the up-wind side, west of Rogers Pass (Figure 1). After filtering the 330 

forecasted precipitation amounts with the ratio method and constant 331 

method the forecasted precipitation amounts are mostly in good alignment 332 

with the observations. However, some of the large precipitation events are 333 

over-corrected with the ratio method at least for the winter season of 2009-334 

2010. In addition, GEM15 tends to under-estimate the precipitation 335 

amounts of small precipitation events. No method for filtering these events 336 

was attempted in this initial study. Some of these under-estimated events 337 

might also be related to poor timing of precipitation events. Taking 338 

adjacent grid-points into account might help to improve the filtering for 339 

under-estimated small precipitation events. In addition, more advanced 340 



filtering methods, e.g. Kalman filtering, could be applied for regions where 341 

precipitation amounts are measured. 342 

The knowledge about the exact snow depth is secondary for avalanche 343 

warning services. Avalanche warning services are more interested in the 344 

snow cover layering and the formation and evolution of critical layers. 345 

However, for hydrological purposes it is of particular interest how much 346 

snow – or more precisely, how much snow water equivalent (SWE) – is 347 

available within an alpine catchment especially when snow melting starts. 348 

Nevertheless for avalanche forecasting, the snow depth needs to be 349 

modeled with some confidence since the depth of critical layers such as 350 

surface hoar layers and crusts is required for assessing the propensity of 351 

human-triggered slab avalanches (e.g. Schweizer et al., 2003). The 352 

simulations of the snow depth with the snow cover model SNOWPACK 353 

(Figure 3) showed again good results for the ratio and constant filtering 354 

method, where the constant method tends to show the smallest overall 355 

deviation from the observations (Figure 4). The early season over-356 

estimation of snow depth can be explained by the fact that SNOWPACK 357 

treated precipitation as snow only instead of rain or mixture of rain and 358 

snow. Three single precipitation events (Figure 9) occurring in October 359 

2009 led to a total over-estimation of new snow amounts of about 60 cm. 360 

The observed settling on October 2nd and October 3rd
 (Figure 9) could be 361 

related to either the positive measured air temperature or rain. The two 362 

other events are more obvious since after clearing the board (rapid 363 

decrease of HN to zero) the new snow height measurement did not 364 

increase but precipitation was measured, i.e. it rained. The snow cover 365 

model SNOWPACK uses an adjustable threshold for the air temperature 366 

Ta set by default to 1.2 °C (dash-dotted line in Figure 9) to distinguish if 367 

precipitation is treated as rain (Ta ≥ 1.2 °C) or snow (Ta < 1.2 °C). 368 

However, atmospheric conditions can sometimes cause rain with 369 

subfreezing air temperature and snow can fall sometimes heavily with 370 

positive air temperature. During the three events mentioned above the 371 

forecasted air temperature was below this threshold i.e. precipitation was 372 

treated as snow only. In addition, precipitation amounts were over-373 

estimated resulting in a strong over-estimation of the simulated snow 374 



heights during the early season as shown in Figure 3. More research is 375 

required to assess whether an analysis of the vertical layering, forecasted 376 

by GEM15, can be used to address this issue.  377 

The expected new snow amounts for the next day are valuable information 378 

for avalanche warning services in their assessment of the avalanche 379 

danger. Therefore we compared the forecasted and observed 24-hour 380 

new snow amounts at Mt. Fidelity Study Plot (Figure 5). The simulations 381 

with unfiltered and filtered precipitation amounts tend to over-estimate the 382 

24-hour new snow amounts, but in most of the cases the accuracy is 383 

within a range of ± 10 cm. However, a few outliers exist on both sides. All 384 

positive outliers, i.e. over-estimation, are related to the early season over-385 

estimation of the snow depth induced by SNOWPACK producing too much 386 

snow instead of rain as mentioned above. The negative outliers, i.e. an 387 

under-estimation, are mostly related to large storm events with low-density 388 

snow (density HN(24h) < 50 kg m-3). The difference method cannot be 389 

used for filtering precipitation amounts, because it filters all large events 390 

and it is therefore not appropriate since these events are of particular 391 

interest for avalanche warning services.  392 

Summary statistics for a snowfall event in January 2010 are shown in 393 

Table 2. On January 15, 30 mm of precipitation were measured at Mt. 394 

Fidelity Study Plot resulting in about 52 cm of new snow over 24-hours. 395 

This corresponds to a 24-hour snow density of about 50 kg m-3. However, 396 

since the HN(24h) measurement includes settlement the actual new snow 397 

density during the storm can be assumed to be smaller than 50 kg m-3. 398 

Although, GEM15 forecasted only 5 mm less precipitation for this day than 399 

observed, 20 cm less snow over 24-hours was modelled (Table 2). 400 

SNOWPACK estimates the new snow density with an empirical model 401 

based on meteorological and snow surface parameters. This statistical 402 

model was derived from observations at Weissfluhjoch study plot located 403 

above Davos (Switzerland) in a transitional or intermountain climate. The 404 

dataset did not contain many data for low-density snow and air 405 

temperatures above roughly -10 °C. That means snowfall events with low-406 

density snow, as regularly observed in the Columbia Mountains, may not 407 

be simulated correctly by SNOWPACK resulting in an under-estimation of 408 



these events. The new snow density calculated with SNOWPACK for the 409 

January 15 snowstorm as well as the corresponding observed and 410 

forecasted precipitation amounts are shown in Figure 10. The modelled 411 

24-hour new snow density for midnight on January 15 was 72 kg m-3 412 

(Table 2), i.e. even with the correct amount of forecasted precipitation, 413 

SNOWPACK will not be able to produce the correct amount of new snow. 414 

Furthermore, the filtering methods further reduced the precipitation 415 

amounts resulting in a even larger deviation from the observed HN(24h). A 416 

new dataset including low-density snow events would substantially 417 

improve the ability of SNOWPACK to simulate these events correctly. 418 

A comparison of meteorological parameter relevant for snow cover 419 

evolution is shown in Figure 6. GEM15 tends to under-estimate the air 420 

temperature, i.e. the model is to cold. The model tends to over-estimate 421 

the incoming short wave radiation, which might be compensated by wind 422 

as well as the under-estimation of the air temperature. The incoming long 423 

wave radiation tends to be a bit lower compared to the measurements, but 424 

is in general good agreement with the measurements. The forecasted 425 

relative humidity is under-estimated by the model, which has an influence 426 

on the simulated surface hoar formation. More detailed analysis is 427 

required to investigate how the under-estimation of relative humidity 428 

affects surface hoar formation especially for the grain size. All these 429 

findings are in agreement with the findings of Mailhot et al. (2005). They 430 

investigated the model performance for winter and summer periods after 431 

GEM15 became operational. 432 

Information about snow cover stratigraphy is important for avalanche 433 

warning services. Various active surface hoar layers in the upper snow 434 

cover dominated the winter season of 2009-2010 in the Columbia 435 

Mountains. By 20 March 2010 four surface hoar layers were observed 436 

within the snow cover at Mt. Fidelity Study Plot (Figure 8). All surface hoar 437 

layers but one were modelled by SNOWPACK. The simulated periods of 438 

surface hoar formation agree with the observation. Buried melt-freeze 439 

crusts favour faceting, i.e. the formation of a weak layer, and the adjacent 440 

layers are often less bonded to the crust forming a critical interface 441 

(Jamieson, 2006). Only one of the two observed crusts was modelled by 442 



SNOWPACK. The thick simulated basal crust was formed early season 443 

when a single large precipitation event was this time treated by the model 444 

as rain instead of snow. The lower part of the snow cover was observed to 445 

be more faceted than the upper part, which was dominated by small 446 

rounded grains. This general structure was also simulated by 447 

SNOWPACK. In summary, the simulated profile is in reasonable 448 

agreement with the observation as SNOWPACK reproduced most of the 449 

critical layers and the overall layering well. However, more profiles need to 450 

be compared to the simulations especially for different aspects to validate 451 

the overall performance of the model chain. 452 

 

6 Conclusions 453 

We showed the first initial attempt of coupling the snow cover model 454 

SNOWPACK with the numerical weather prediction model GEM15. 455 

Filtering the forecasted precipitation amounts became necessary since 456 

GEM15 tended to over-estimate the precipitation amounts (Figure 2). 457 

Three different filtering methods were suggested for pre-processing the 458 

GEM15 forecasted precipitation amounts. Applying a constant factor of 459 

1.32 to the forecasted amounts provides the best results if covering the 460 

larger precipitation events is considered to be more relevant than the total 461 

amounts (Table 1). After filtering the input data for SNOWPACK the 462 

simulated snow depth is in good alignment with the observations for the 463 

winter 2009-2010 at Mt. Fidelity Study Plot. The 24-hour new snow 464 

amounts were reproduced with an accuracy of ± 10 cm for almost 75% of 465 

the 3-hour periods. However, an under-estimation of new-snow amounts 466 

especially for large storms with low-density snow remains for a few cases. 467 

Most of the critical layers as well as the general stratigraphy were 468 

modelled by SNOWPACK using forecasted data as input. If filtering of 469 

other forecasted meteorological parameter would improve the 470 

performance of the model chain remains unknown. 471 

In conclusion, this model chain shows promising potential as a practical 472 

forecasting tool for avalanche warning services especially for areas where 473 

snow cover observations are rare. However, a detailed verification of the 474 



simulated stratigraphy and stability on different aspects as well as 475 

elevation bands is required. 476 
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Table 1: Summary statistics for measured (Obs.), forecasted (GEM) and 553 

filtered precipitation amounts with three different methods (see text) for the 554 

winter 2009-2010 at Mt Fidelity study plot. Given are the minimum and 555 

maximum (Min., Max.), the mean and median (Mean, Median), the first 556 

and third quartile (Q1, Q3) as well the total amount of precipitation (Sum).  557 

 

  Obs. GEM RATIO DIFF CONST 

  mm mm mm mm mm 

Min. 0 0 0 0.5 0 

Q1 0 0 0 0.5 0 

Median 0 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.2 

Mean 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.8 0.7 

Q3 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.8 

Max. 14.7 16.4 5.6 5.4 12.5 

Sum 1052 1528 1081 1336 1157 
 

 

558 



Table 2: Summary statistics for a snowfall event that occurred between 14 558 

January 2010 and 16 January 2010 at Mt. Fidelity Study Plot, Rogers 559 

Pass BC, Canada. Shown are for each day the observed (Obs.) and 560 

simulated unfiltered (SNP) 24-hour values of the new snow amounts at 561 

midnight (HN), the corresponding precipitation amounts (P) and the 562 

resulting 24-hour new snow densities (ρHN). 563 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date   HN   P  ρHN 

  Obs. SNP  Obs. SNP  Obs. SNP 

  cm cm  mm mm  kg m-3 kg m-3 

Jan 14   7.8 16.3   6.4 12.0   75.2 67.5 

Jan 15  52.3 32.3  30.4 25.5  53.3 72.4 

Jan 16   25.9 23.7   12.5 16.9   44.3 65.4 



 

 
 

Figure 1:  Map of the Columbia Mountains, British Columbia, Western 564 

Canada. Mt. Fidelity Study Plot is located at 1905 m a.s.l., west of Golden, 565 

close to Rogers Pass (Trans-Canada Highway 1). 566 



 
Figure 2: Correction factors per precipitation class for a) R (Eq. 1), and b) 567 

D (Eq. 2). Solid lines show a logarithmic fit (R) and a linear fit (D). The 568 

median R* calculated by Eq. (1) over four winters was 0.12 or 1.32, 569 

respectively (compare Eq. (5). Boxes span the interquartile range. 570 

Whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range. Open circles indicate 571 

outliers. 572 



 
 
Figure 3: Comparison of observed and simulated snow depths at Mt. 573 

Fidelity Study Plot for the winter 2009-2010. The black solid line shows the 574 

daily manually measured snow depth. The remaining lines show simulated 575 

snow depths with unfiltered precipitation values (blue solid line) and 576 

filtered precipitation using ratio method R (green), difference method D 577 

(orange) and constant method C (grey).  578 



 
Figure 4: Difference between measured and simulated snow depth with 579 

unfiltered and filtered precipitation amounts as input data. Unfiltered 580 

(Unfil.), ratio method (R), difference method (D) and constant method (C). 581 

Dashed lines are located at ± 10 cm. Boxes, whiskers and open circles as 582 

in Fig. 2. 583 



 
Figure 5: Difference between measured and simulated 24-hour new snow 584 

amounts ΔHN(24h) for the winter 2009-2010 at Mt. Fidelity Study Plot. 585 

Shown are the differences for the simulation with unfiltered (Unfil.) and 586 

filtered precipitations amounts using ratio method (R), difference method 587 

(D) and constant method (C). Boxes, whiskers and open circles as in Fig. 588 

2. Dashed lines are located at ± 10 cm. 589 

 



 

 
Figure 6: Comparison of important forecasted (GEM) and observed (Obs.) 590 

meteorological parameter. Shown are a) air temperature (°C), b) relative 591 

humidity (%) c) incoming short wave radiation (W m-2) and d) incoming 592 

long wave radiation (W m-2) for five winters between 2005 and 2010. For 593 

better comparison the incoming short wave radiation only shows values 594 

larger than 50 W m-2. 595 



 

 
 
Figure 7: Snow cover simulation with the snow cover model SNOWPACK 596 

for the winter 2009-2010 at Mt. Fidelity Study Plot, Rogers Pass, BC, 597 

Canada. Colors represent different grain types (green: precipitation, 598 

particles, light pink: rounded grains, blue: faceted crystals, red: melt 599 

forms). Purple lines indicate surface hoar layers and hatched layers melt-600 

freeze crusts (upper base and at 50 cm). 601 



 
 
Figure 8: Observed manual flat field profile (left) and simulated profile 602 

(right) for 20 March 2010 at Mt. Fidelity Study Plot. Snow symbols 603 

according to Fierz et al. (2009). 604 



 
Figure 9: Comparison of observed (Obs.) and forecasted (GEM) 605 

parameter for three precipitation events during October 2009 at Mt. 606 

Fidelity Study Plot. Upper graphs show a comparison of observed (Obs.) 607 

and forecasted (GEM) air temperature during these three events (same 608 

time scale as lower graphs). Horizontal dash-dotted line indicates the 609 

static 1.2 °C threshold used by SNOWPACK to distinguish between snow 610 

and rain. Lower graphs show the measured hourly precipitation amounts 611 

(black open circles, P > 1 mm) and the forecasted 3-hourly precipitation 612 

amounts (orange open circles, P > 1 mm) as well as the measured new 613 

snow amounts (blue solid line). 614 



 
Figure 10: Observed (Obs.) and forecasted (GEM) 3-hourly precipitation 615 

amounts as well as the modeled initial new snow density (RHO) for the 616 

period of 14 to 16 January 2010 at Mt. Fidelity Study Plot. Values located 617 

at the tick marks correspond to the midnight values. 618 


